
Exhibit � 
In 2004, tenants filed DHCR docket 
#SB410012-B to complain about 
maintenance problems.  Of particular 
concern was the landlord’s use of our 
courtyard as a garbage dump and failure to 
maintain the garden.  

DHCR denied our complaint, stating, concerning the 
courtyard and garden:

“The modification or failure to maintain a particular 
aspect of landscaping where the grounds are generally 
maintained are [sic] de minimus.”   [Emphasis added]
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Exhibit C 

Before MED LLC took over the building, 188 E 93rd Street had a beautiful courtyard and garden with 
flowering rhododendrons, maple trees, hosta, and ivy.  All three building lobbies opened onto the 
courtyard, and tenants with rear windows enjoyed a lovely view.  Passers-by would stop on the street to 
admire our garden through the lobby doors.  The courtyard and garden were unique building features.



Exhibit D 
In March 2005, the landlord filed Job #104070586 with the Department of Buildings for “horizontal ex-
pansion” of the building and conversion of the ground-floor to commercial space.  The demolition plan 
specified elimination of the entire courtyard and garden.



Exhibit E 
May 20, 2005
The landlord’s workers cut a new doorway 
into the party wall between 1656 and 1658 
Third Avenue to combine the two lobbies 
into one (thereby rendering our party wall 
balconies useless as a fire escape system). 

May 23, 2005
Workers removed the brickwork containing 
the garden and excavated the soil.

May 27, 2005
An elaborate system of plywood mazes was 
set up to route tenants from the main lobby 
into the lobby of 1658 Third Avenue.  Work-
ers then demolished the remainder of the 
garden.



Exhibit � 

The courtyard and garden no longer exist.  The landlord demolished the garden and constructed a one-
story “horizontal expansion,” converting the entire ground floor to commercial rental space.

Before After



Originally published June 4, 1939
Copyright © The New York Times
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Exhibit H 

Apartment 
#1C

Apartment 
#1D

Apartments #1C and #1D are next-door to each other overlooking the roof of the new “horizontal 
enlargement.”  Apartment #1C has a door opening onto this roof, but #1D does not.  The landlord 
charges in excess of $200 more rent for #1C than for #1D.



09/25/2006 10:06 PMSky Management - Your New York City No Fee Apartment Rental Agents

Page 1 of 1http://www.skymanagement.com/detail.asp?id=670

location         # bedrooms         

188 East 93 Street 
(between Lexington Ave &. 3rd Ave.) 
Apt.# 1C 
Renovated studio, granite bathroom, high ceilings, hardwood floors,
close to subways, buses, and Central Park, great Upper East side
location!!! 
$1,728 
Baths: 1 
Access: Sky has Keys & 
Open House: Monday 6:30-7:30pm (9/25) 
Available: Now 
Floor: 1 
Pets: NO PETS ALLOWED 

Apartment Amenities:
Granite Bathroom
Great Sunlight
Hardwood Floors
High Ceilings
Kitchen

Building Amenities:
Great Location
Heat and Hot Water Included
High Ceilings
Near All
Near Buses
Near Subway
Pre-War Building
Walk Up Building

info@skymanagement.com   ·   226 East 54 Street, Suite 402, NYC 10022   ·   Tel: (212)759-1300 x22   ·   Fax: (212)759-5229
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Page 1 of 2http://www.skymanagement.com/results.asp?bid=376

location         # bedrooms         

3 apartments were found matching 188 East 93 Street go to page: 1 

188 East 93 Street 
(between Lexington Ave
&. 3rd Ave.) 
Apt.# 4B 
Newly renovated studio,
granite kitchen, granite
bathroom, hardwood floors
high ceilings, steps from
subway, close to Central
Park, on-site superintendent.
$1,581 
Baths: 1 
Access: Open House:
(tenant shows) Friday 12-
6pm (3/2). No appointment
neccessary, just go to the
building and ring the bell
during the designated Open
House times. ***THE SUPER
DOES NOT SHOW THIS UNIT
- NO EXCEPTIONS! 

View Listing

188 East 93 Street 
(between Lexington Ave
&. 3rd Ave.) 
Apt.# 1D 
Renovated studio, granite
bathroom, high ceilings,
storage loft, western
exposure, hardwood floors,
close to subways, buses, and
Central Park, great Upper
East side location!!! 
$1,523 
Baths: 1 
Access: 
Sky has keys
Jan (Super) shows Tues &
Thursday 1-3pm. Just go to
the building and ring both
apt bells for viewings. 

View Listing

188 East 93 Street 
(between Lexington Ave
&. 3rd Ave.) 
Apt.# 4P 
Renovated studio, granite
kitchen, granite bathroom,
hardwood floors high ceilings,
steps from subway, close to
Central Park, on-site
superintendent!!! 
$1,495 
Baths: 1 
Access: Sky has keys -
borrow the keys directly from
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Exhibit � 

Before After

The new windowless hallway is difficult to navigate 
when the lights go out, which happens frequently.



Exhibit L 

Before After



Exhibit M 

Elimination of the courtyard left 
tenants without secondary egress.  

Following a joint inspection by HPD 
and DOB in February 2006, fire 
watch guards were installed in the 
building lobbies until the landlord 
provided a fire escape.  

The landlord built a fire escape 
without filing plans with DOB.  This 
fire escape had to be dismantled and 
rebuilt. When DOB inspectors viewed 
the results, violations were issued 
for questionable construction. 

The fire escape has not yet been 
inspected or approved by DOB or 
HPD.



Exhibit � 

With the courtyard no longer available for use as a garbage 
dump, the landlord transformed the lobby of 1656 Third 
Avenue (apartments A-D)  into a “refuse room” and also 
made use of vacant Apartment A for garbage storage between 
pickups.  New York City agencies found this to be illegal.



Exhibit O 

The landlord had to find another place to put the 
garbage.  The landlord moved it to the sidewalk at 
the building entrance on East 93rd Street.

An earlier plumbing problem had flooded the 
cellar of 1660 with sewage, which attracted rats. 
Storing garbage on the sidewalk exacerbated 
this situation, spreading the rat infestation down 
the block.  The garbage also attracted numerous 
homeless people who rummaged  through the 
garbage and strewed it all over the sidewalk.



Exhibit P 
After being served multiple violations by the 
Department of Sanitation, in August 2006, the 
landlord moved the garbage into the cellar of 1658 
Third Avenue (apartments M-P).

This resolved the rat infestation on East 93rd Street, 
as the rats now concentrated in the cellar.

Previously, in June 2005, the Department of 
Buildings had objected to the landlord’s plan to use 
this cellar as a laundry room based upon section 
6.4.1.8.2 of the 1938 Building Code.  

It is illegal to have openings other than exit 
doorways in a required stair enclosure.
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  BIS Menu  |  Bldg Info Search  |  Property Profile  |  Property Permits  |  Sched 
A  |  Back 

  FAQs  |  Glossary     Apr 15, 
2005  

NYC Department of Buildings

Schedule 'A' Occupancy / Use Data
Premises: 188 EAST 93 STREET MANHATTAN BIN: 1078546    Block: 1
Job No: 104070586 Doc. #: 01 Job Type: A1 ALTERA

EXISTING / 
PROPOSED

FLOORS 
FRM - TO

NO. 
PERS

LIVE 
LOAD

HABIT 
ROOMS

OCC 
GRP

UNITS 
 

EXISTING CEL - OG RES
Storage 

 
PROPOSED CEL - OG RES

Storage, Laundry Room, Boiler Room, 

EXISTING 001 - 50 100 4 RES 3
5 Stores, 3 APT's, 1 Eating and Drinking Establishment 

 
PROPOSED 001 - 309 100 RES

1 Store, 2 Eating and Drinking Establishments, Residential Lobby 

EXISTING 002 - 40 13 RES 12
12 Apartments 

 
PROPOSED 002 - 40 13 RES 12

12 Apartments 

EXISTING 003 - 40 13 RES 12
12 Apartments 

 
PROPOSED 003 - 40 13 RES 12

12 Apartments 

EXISTING 004 - 40 13 RES 12
12 Apartments 

 
PROPOSED 004 - 40 13 RES 12

12 Apartments 

EXISTING 005 - 40 13 RES 12
12 Apartments 

 
PROPOSED 005 - 40 13 RES 12

12 Apartments 

Page 1 of 2Schedule A Occupancy / Use Data

4/15/2005http://a810-bisweb.nyc.gov/bisweb/JobsScheduleAServlet?requestid=6&allisn=000110269...
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11/02/2005 11:47 AMSchedule A Occupancy / Use Data

Page 1 of 2http://a810-bisweb.nyc.gov/bisweb/JobsScheduleAServlet?requestid…ssdocnumber=02&allbin=1078546&s=2A3A6D818BE8E20719A2E1A81CB65E24

  BIS Menu  |  Property Profile  |  Applications  |  Application Data  |  Sched A  |  Back   FAQs  |  Glossary      Nov 2, 2005 

NYC Department of Buildings

Schedule 'A' Occupancy / Use Data
Premises: 188 EAST 93 STREET MANHATTAN BIN: 1078546    Block: 1521    Lot: 40
Job No: 104070586 Doc. #: 02 Job Type: A1 - ALTERATION TYPE 1

EXISTING /
PROPOSED

FLOORS
FRM - TO

NO.
PERS

LIVE
LOAD

HABIT
ROOMS

OCC
GRP

UNITS
 

ZONE
USE

EXISTING CEL - OG RES 2
Storage

 
PROPOSED CEL - OG RES 2

STORAGE,BOILER ROOM, GARBAGE ROOM

EXISTING 001 - 50 100 4 RES 3 2,  6
5 Stores, 3 APT's, 1 Eating and Drinking Establishment

 
PROPOSED 001 - 11 100 0 COM 0 6

1 STORE

EXISTING 001 -

 
PROPOSED 001 - 126 100 COM 6

1 EATING & DRINKING ESTABLISHMENT

EXISTING 001 -

 
PROPOSED 001 - 124 100 COM 6

1 EATING & DRINKING ESTABLISHMENT

EXISTING 001 -

 
PROPOSED 001 - 100 RES 2

RESIDENTIAL LOBBY

EXISTING 002 - 40 13 RES 12 2
12 Apartments

 
PROPOSED 002 - 40 13 RES 12 2

12 Apartments
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Exhibit � 

Before the courtyard was eliminated, tenants 
disposed of trash in a trash bin in the 
courtyard. 

Since August 2006, tenants have been required 
to carry their trash down a steep, narrow stair 
into the cellar. 

The cellar stair enclosure is 26” wide at its 
narrowest point.  It is necessary for tenants to 
walk sideways down the stairs when carrying 
garbage to the cellar for disposal.

The door to the cellar is hung at the edge 
of the top stair and is self-closing, posing a 
risk that the door will swing shut and knock 
tenants down the stairs.



Exhibit V



TENANT MEETING
DATE: Tuesday, August 5

TIME:  8:30 PM
LOCATION: Courtyard

(Location to be posted in event of rain)

The tenant association intends to formally introduce itself to Sky Management and request solutions to
several problems that affect all or most tenants, including pest control, rent payment procedures, lease
renewals, ventilation fans, violation notices, fire escapes, water, and more.  Please come add your name to
the signature lists we’ll be sending with our requests!

We will also discuss how to file complaints with the Department of Housing and Community Renewal, our
courtyard picnic, and any other concerns you wish to discuss.

Please come!

TENANT MEETING
DATE: Tuesday, August 5

TIME:  8:30 PM
LOCATION: Courtyard

(Location to be posted in event of rain)

The tenant association intends to formally introduce itself to Sky Management and request solutions to
several problems that affect all or most tenants, including pest control, rent payment procedures, lease
renewals, ventilation fans, violation notices, fire escapes, water, and more.  Please come add your name to
the signature lists we’ll be sending with our requests!

We will also discuss how to file complaints with the Department of Housing and Community Renewal, our
courtyard picnic, and any other concerns you wish to discuss.

Please come!
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TENANT MEETINGTENANT MEETING
Tuesday, September 16
7:30 PM in the Courtyard

Guest Speaker
We have a guest speaker from the Metropolitan Council on Housing, the citywide tenant association.

Formalizing the Tenant Association
We’ll be formally approving the letter we’ll be sending to Sky Management introducing our tenant association
(distributed to all tenants with this notice).  Please come sign the list of Tenant Association members (we have about
2/3 of tenants on the list so far) and share your editorial suggestions for the letter before we send it.

Other issues
We will have an open discussion session for any issues you have that need to be addressed.

MONEY!
If you can, please bring a few bucks to help us cover photocopying and postage costs. Even $1 will help.
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tenant association
188 E 93RD STREET  ,  NEW YORK  ,  NY 10128

Spring is coming and it is time to bring our garden back to life.

While we are waiting for a response from Sky Management regarding our DHCR Complaint, we
want to focus on some positive matters.

We want to clean up the garden, trim the dead branches off the trees, and plant some
flowers.  We are looking into flowers (both seeds and 'roll-out blankets' of seeds) that will
grow in the shade.

You can help in one or both of the following ways:

Get some dirt under your fingernails!  At our meetings, some of you expressed a desire to
help work our garden.  If you want to help clean, plant, and maintain the garden, please
contact Cassie either by leaving a note on her door, calling her (212-987-1063) or sending an
email (cassie@188E93rdStreet.com) by April 21st.  You need not have a green thumb, just the
willingness to help.

Contribute to the garden fund!  We need to collect at least $100.  If you would like to help
by donating money, please contact a Building Representative.  You can either leave the money
under the door or we can arrange to meet with you.  We will also ask Sky Management to
donate money for the garden.

Cassie (Secretary), 1N
Building Representative

212-987-1063

Diane (Treasurer), 4B
Building Representative

212-534-3542

Randy (Bldg. Rep.), 1I
Building Representative

212-689-7309
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Emergency Meeting Notice - Please read everything
Date:    Tuesday, 20 April, 2004      Time:   8:30 pm
Location: Courtyard  (If it is raining, Lobby M-P)

Over five months ago, we asked Sky Mgmt. verbally and in writing for legally required repairs to the premises. We
negotiated in good faith and were promised that these repairs would be made and to date they have not. We filed a
complaint with the city (our legal right) for adequate garbage bins so we didn’t have to live with vermin and Sky Mgmt
retaliated by building a wall. We filed a complaint with the city for all the repairs and prepared to cultivate our garden
and THEY CUT DOWN OUR TREES.  This was a completely malicious and destructive act perpetrated to diminish the
quality of our living environment. We have exhausted all avenues of reasoning and good faith. Sky Management has
proven that they cannot be trusted to maintain the premises or to deal with tenants honestly.  Now they are planning to
reconstruct the back half of the courtyard, which will destroy the integrity and natural beauty of our courtyard and
garden, which have been part of these buildings for over 35 years.  This constitutes a reduction in service.

Please take a few minutes to participate in this meeting.  It is essential that we work together to defeat Sky
Management’s plans for the destruction of our courtyard.  We need to make decisions that will affect the entire
building.  The time has come to put aside our fears, differences, and apathy and  work together as a team.  We are
systematically and illegally being harassed.  Sky Management is:

 Blackmailing tenants
 Holding leases hostage
 Removing co-tenants from leases
 Selectively persecuting tenants for having pets
 Denying succession rights
 Calling and harassing people at work and at inappropriate times
 Threatening to evict senior citizens and people with disabilities
 Blackmailing tenants to give up their legal right to participate in a tenant association and file compliance complaints

with govt agencies.

If you feel secure because you have made ‘arrangements’ with Sky Management (and absolutely no judgment is being
made), don’t be so sure Sky Management will do whatever was promised when your lease renewal comes up.

First they came for the Communists, but I was not a Communist so I did not speak out. Then they came for the
Socialists and the Trade Unionists, but I was neither, so I did not speak out. Then they came for the Jews, but
I was not a Jew so I did not speak out. And when they came for me, there was no one left to speak out for me.
-- Rev. Martin Niemoller, 1945

TOGETHER we are a force to be reckoned with that can save our courtyard and end Sky Management’s policies of
harassment and intimidation.  Let your voice be heard.  Call  Sky Management (212 759-1300) or Mr. Shalom (917-
756-8009) and tell them you object to the destruction of the trees and courtyard area.  Please help us save our
courtyard and garden space.  Even if you are a new tenant, whatever affects the building affects you personally.

We all  want to live in peace and privacy without fear of  intimidation from the landlord. Together we can  make that a
reality. AND WE MAY ALL BE ENTITLED TO RENT REDUCTIONS BASED ON Sky Management’s ILLEGAL
POLICIES. COME AND HEAR US OUT.

REMEMBER – UNITED WE STAND, DIVIDED SKY WINS!
YOU HAVE THE POWER TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

Email TA@188E93rdStreet.com for more information.
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TENANT MEETING
DATE: Tuesday, June 10

TIME:  8:30 PM
LOCATION: Courtyard

(Location to be posted in event of rain)

We will discuss current issues concerning our building:
• Unannounced visits by management (?)
• Capital improvements (rent increases?)
• Malfunctioning exterior locks
• Banging doors, doors that don’t close
• Painting
• Construction

• Pervasive sewer odor
• Garbage & equipment in courtyard
• Condition of “garden”
• Cleaning of lobbies and hallways
• Cleaning of airshafts
• Pest control

We will also discuss our rights as tenants, such as:
• No owner or anyone acting for the owner may interfere with a tenant's privacy, comfort, or quiet enjoyment of the

tenant's apartment.

• New York City rent stabilized tenants are entitled to receive from their landlords a fully executed copy of their signed
lease no more than 30 days after the tenant signs the lease.

• To be entitled to rent protection, a rent stabilized apartment has to be your primary residence.

• Where a tenant pays the rent by personal check, (s)he may request in writing a rent receipt from the landlord. The
receipt must state the payment date, the amount, the period for which the rent was paid, and the apartment
number. The receipt must be signed by the person receiving the payment and state his or her title.

• The right to share your apartment is automatic, and a lease provision that restricts sharing is invalid and may not be
enforced.

• A landlord may enter your apartment only with good cause and at a time that is mutually convenient for the purpose
of making repairs and inspecting for code violations.  Reasonable notice is required.   At least 24 hours notice is
required before an inspection and one week’s notice is required to before repairs. Such notice must be in writing,
stating the nature of the repairs or improvement to be made. Access may only be scheduled during business hours
(9-5) on weekdays.  In the event of an emergency, however, a landlord may demand immediate access, or enter
without your permission.

• If you own a pet, and your landlord or superintendent has knowledge of that fact for three months or more, the "no
pet" provision in your lease may not be used against you at a later date.

• The owner of a dwelling containing two or more dwelling units, and the occupant of a single family dwelling shall
keep the roof, yard, courts and other open spaces clean and free from dirt, filth, garbage or other offensive material.

Please come!
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Important Meeting Notice

Date:    Tuesday, 4 May, 2004     Time:   8:00 pm
Location: Courtyard  (if it is raining, Lobby M-P)

Management has proposed allowing tenants to replant the garden in exchange
for withdrawal of our DHCR building-wide complaint.  Please share your views!
It is especially crucial that all tenants who signed the DHCR complaint attend.

Also, FYI:  East Side Tenants public meeting, 7pm at the Carnegie Room, Brick Church, 62 E 92nd Street.
Tenants & Neighbors public meeting:  2-3:30pm, 250 Broadway (across the street from City Hall)

Email TA@188E93rdStreet.com for more information.
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Emergency Meeting Notice - Please read everything

Date:    Tuesday, 20 April, 2004      Time:   8:30 pm
Location: Courtyard  (If it is raining, Lobby M-P)

Management has proposed allowing tenants to replant the garden in exchange
for withdrawal of our DHCR building-wide complaint.  Please share your views!
It is especially crucial that all tenants who signed the DHCR complaint attend.

Also, FYI:  East Side Tenants public meeting, 7pm at the Carnegie Room, Brick Church, 62 E 92nd Street.
Tenants & Neighbors public meeting:  2-3:30pm, 250 Broadway (across the street from City Hall)

Email TA@188E93rdStreet.com for more information.
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TENANT MEETING
WEDNESDAY 11/3/04

8:00 PM / COURTYARD
Please come to meet your new neighbors, discuss the latest issues concerning the
building, get updated on standing issues, and elect new Tenant Association officers!

Heat: by law, landlords must provide heat from October 1 through May31 if the temperature falls below 55 from 6am – 10pm and
below 40 from 10pm – 6am.  In 2003, we were without heat until October 20.  In 2004, on weekdays we seem to have heat for about
20 minutes in the morning and about 20 minutes at night; on weekends we have no heat – until Super Mario shows up to fix the boiler.
When heat is not provided as required by law, call Sky Management, then Call 3-1-1 and file a complaint.

Hot Water: by law, landlords must provide hot water 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.  There was no hot water on 8/27 and on at
least one day every weekend in October.  According to some tenants, hot water is frequently not available on weekdays as well.
When there is no hot water, call Sky Management, then Call 3-1-1 and file a complaint.

Intercom System: the intercom and buzzer system is a required building service we all pay for directly.  The intercom has been
nonfunctional for almost five months (so far) this year, and the Department of Housing Preservation and Development has issued two
violations.  The violations reflect only the apartments of tenants who bothered to file complaints, even though the outages are building-
wide.  When the intercom goes out, call Sky Management, then Call 3-1-1 and file a complaint.

Blackouts, Gas Leaks, Fires, Floods: on the night of 10/2, all lobby and stairwell lights were out in I-L.  In August, there were three
gas leaks and a fire (three of these requiring the Fire Department to be called in!).  This spring, there was a flood in the N line of M-O;
the flood was reported on a Saturday, and on the following Thursday, management entered an apartment without permission and tore
out the ceiling, claiming “emergency.”  In late winter, early spring, a tenant’s apartment was broken into by management for a radiator
leak – valuable property was damaged.  Our landlords own more than 100 buildings.  These “emergencies” are their MO.  Beware.

Superintendent: our superintendent, Mario, moved his family out of Apt #1 in September to a new, more comfortable apartment in
the 80s.  Although Mario continues to provide the same level of janitorial services (taking care of trash, sweeping and mopping floors),
and although he has stated that he continues to live on the premises, Apartment #1 is empty.  The mortgage for this building, signed by
Ben Shalom, requires that Apartment #1 be converted into a store.  It was only a matter of time.  Understand: our landlord has
established a pattern of removing supers from the more than 100 buildings they own in NYC and beyond – one of the many reasons the
union representing supers is investigating them.  REMEMBER:  we PAY for our super, and the law requires the super to reside on the
premises or within one block (250 ft).  An on-site super would have witnessed and promptly remedied problems with heat, hot water,
the intercom, blackouts, gas leaks/fires/floods we have had.  Quandary: if we demand an on-site super, Mario will have to move his
family back into a too-small apartment or be fired and Sky Management will install one of its minions.  How do you want to handle this?

Vacant Ground Floor: all three apartments on the ground floor (A, M, and #1) are now vacant.  We should expect construction soon.

Tenant Turnover: before Sky Management took possession of our building, turnover was very slow.  Tenants moved in and stayed for
years.  For example, in the five years from 1998 to 2003, there were 20 vacancies.  In contrast, during the 19 months since Sky
Management took over in April 2003, there have been 26 vacancies; five apartments have turned over twice during Sky Management‘s
tenure.  Many new tenants have illegal short-term leases that deny them the legal rights to which they are entitled while allowing Sky
Management to collect hefty vacancy allowances and hasten “luxury decontrol.”  Several apartments in the building are already
deregulated (tenants have “rent discounts”).  This erodes our neighborhood and infringes upon the new tenants’ rights.

Harassment and Coercion: Many tenants are being threatened with eviction, taken to court, and forced to agree to multiple
“inspections” of their apartments.  Also, Sky Management continues to coerce tenants to give up their legal rights to participate in a
tenant organization and file complaints.

Formal Complaints: when the landlord fails to provide maintenance and services required by law (and which you are paying for), it is
necessary to create a paper trail with city and state authorities in order to form a basis for enforcement.  There are buildings in NYC that
have hundreds of complaints on record.  The authorities will not pay attention to us if we have just a few complaints/violations, or if it’s
just one or two tenants calling in all the time.  Please CALL 3-1-1 and file complaints!  If you have filed complaints, please bring your
official acknowledgement of complaint notices to the meeting so we can compare notes.

VOTING GUIDE: some elected officials have helped us actively, some have ignored us.  Check out our 188 E 93rd Street-centric report!

Diane (4B): 212-534-3542 Cassie (1N): 212-987-1063 Randy (1I): 212-689-7309
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 Building Maintenance and Services: Status (One Year Later)
Below is a status report of the maintenance and services issues the Tenant Association asked Sky Management to resolve in
November 2003.  Issues included in our formal building-wide DHCR complaint (filed February 2004) are marked with a .

Requested November 2003 Status November 2004
Administer Leases and Rents According to Law
 Return fully-executed leases within 30 days;  Status unknown.
 Do not attach illegal lease riders to renewal leases;  Riders are still being attached.
 Provide written receipts for payments;  Not being done.
Provide Pest Control
 Provide more frequent extermination services;  Exterminator coming twice monthly; tenants not cooperating.
 Provide options for times and types of extermination services;  Done; no consensus among few tenants who responded.
 Eliminate harborages (garbage in courtyard);  Not done.  We now have rats in the courtyard and lobbies.
 Patch holes in individual apartments.  Being done -- improperly by non-professionals.
Maintain Building Security
 Keep the intercom system in continuous working order;  Intercom was broken May – July (2 _ months); HPD issued a

violation 5/21.  Currently out of order since mid-September;
HPD issued a violation 9/13.

 Repair street and lobby door locks and ensure they are
maintained in continuous working order;

 Locks changed without notice 9/23 before all tenants had keys;
landlord refuses to provide keys to all residents.

 Ensure that Sky Management personnel keep street and lobby
doors locked at all times;

 Workers are still propping doors open for hours at a time.
Vacant apartments are left wide open 7/24.

 Ensure that apartments are shown only by licensed real estate
agents and management representatives;

 Landlord refused.

 Require that all Sky Management agents present identification.  Status unknown.
Clean Up Garbage and Recycling in the Courtyard
 Provide garbage cans to contain waste for 72 hours;  HPD issued a violation 9/28/04.
 Repair or replace the existing garbage bin;  Bin repaired, converted to super-only use.
 Build new garbage bins to hold additional garbage cans.  Not done.
Maintain Interior Common Areas
 Provide adequate cleaning supplies to maintain lobbies,

hallways, and stairs;
 Not done.

 Paint the lobbies, hallways, and stairwells;  Done.
 Paint and repair handrails on stairs.  Done.
Maintain Ventilation
 Repair ventilation fans on the roofs of all three buildings;  All four fans on M-P roof appear to be running.
 Clean ventilation shafts to eliminate black soot.  Not done.
Replace the Bulletin Board  Not done.
Communicate w/ Tenants, Treat Them w/ Courtesy & Respect  Not done.
Other Issues
 Provide Heat as required by law;  No heat 10/1/03 – 10/20/03.  Minimal heat 10/1/04 – present.
 Provide 24-hours’ advance notice of interrupted water supply;  Done.
 Ensure there is no access to the lobby of 1658 Third Avenue from

the basement of Ecco La;
 Not done.

 Maintain the courtyard garden;  Garden destroyed April 2004.
 Ensure that all required measures and precautions are taken to

ensure tenants’ safety:
• Ensure that construction workers stop throwing debris out of

apartment windows into the courtyard;
• Not done; e.g., bricks knocked out of wall of 1K (under stop-

work order) without protection for tenants entering courtyard.
• Ensure that construction workers do not block hallways with

boxes, buckets, and garbage cans;
• DOB issued a violation 6/8/04.

• Ensure the courtyard is well-lit from sundown to sunup; • Done.
• Ensure that Ecco La ceases its practice of throwing wastewater

onto the sidewalk.
• Status unknown.

 Do not assess illegal fees for late rent payments;  Status unknown.
 Cash rent & security deposit checks in a timely manner;  Status unknown.
 Provide rent invoices to all tenants or to none;  Status unknown.
 Respect tenants’ privacy  Status unknown.
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RANDOLPH J. LOCKARD 
188 EAST 93rd STREET, 1-I 

NEW YORK, NY  10128 
 
 

October 4, 2007 
 
New York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal 
Office of Rent Administration 
Gertz Plaza 
92-31 Union Hall Street, 4th Floor 
Jamaica, NY  11433 
 
Re:  Docket # VC-410018-B 
 
Rent Administrator: 
 
I have been a resident of 188 East 93rd Street for over twenty-two years. In that period, up until 
2005, tenants have had a wonderful amenity in the building courtyard. 
 
I, along with several tenants, planted flowers in the gardens each year to supplement the 
plantings provided by previous owners. Those that couldn’t participate in the planting donated 
funds to purchase the flowers and green plants. 
 
What a beautiful spot for my wife and daughter, a toddler then, to relax outside yet within the 
security of our building. Other tenants regularly sunned themselves in the quiet afternoon. We 
had an opportunity to meet and greet our neighbors. 
 
Soon after the present owners of the buildings took possession, trash started piling up in the 
courtyard where we never had such a problem and, when tenants complained about this, a 
huge wall was thrown up, behind which trash was heaped. 
 
For a brief moment, after a negotiation with the owners in which tenants were forced to 
withdraw their complaints, the trash was properly stored and we again had access to our 
courtyard. That soon changed as the courtyard was destroyed with the construction of a 
commercial building on the site. 
 
Now, in place of the sunny courtyard garden, with breezes ventilating the apartments, we have 
an airless tunnel, ripe with the stench of stored residential trash and kitchen(?) odors from the 
ground-floor restaurant. 
 
 
 
Thank you. 

 
Randy Lockard 
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Exhibit X1
Tenement Conditions: wooden hallway floor and stairs (7/31/2006)
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Exhibit X2
Tenement Conditions: Rubbish in Cellar



Exhibit X3
Tenement Conditions: Lack of fire partitions in cellar

Unenclosed stair from restaurant kitchen into cellar
shared with residential trash room

The partition enclosing the residential garbage room can be seen on the left side of the photo, and
the opening in the party wall visible at the back, right.



Exhibit Y

Tenure of Rent Stabilized Tenants
“Pre-Shalom” = tenancy began before April 2003
“Post-Shalom” = tenancy began after April 2003 but before May 2005
“Post Courtyard” = tenancy began after courtyard was eliminated in May 2005
“Issues”  include preferential rents (PR), agreement not to participate in the tenant
association (TA), fear of retaliation (F), and other LL arrangements (OT).

Apt Tenant Tenure Issues
# vacancies
since April 2003

Harassment
Complaint

1B Pre-Shalom 0
1D Post Courtyard 2
1I Pre-Shalom 0 UD410012HL
1K Post-Courtyard 2
1L Post Courtyard 3
1M Post-Courtyard PR 3
1N Pre-Shalom 0 UD410011HL
1O Pre-Shalom 0
2A Pre-Shalom 0
2B Pre-Shalom 0 UD410008HL
2I Pre-Shalom F 0
2J Post-Courtyard 1
2M Pre-Shalom TA 0
2N Pre-Shalom 0 UD410009HL
2P Post-Courtyard 3
3B Post-Courtyard 3
3I Pre-Shalom 0
3J Pre-Shalom 0 UD410010HL
3L Post-Courtyard 4
3M Post-Courtyard 2
3O Post Courtyard 3
3P Post-Shalom PR, TA 1
4A Post-Courtyard 1
4I Post-Courtyard 3
4J Post-Courtyard 1
4L Pre-Shalom 0
4N Post-Courtyard 3
4O Pre-Shalom 0



Tax Photo 1: 1656-1660 Third Avenue (ca. 1939-1940)



Tax Photo 2: 1660 Third Avenue (ca. 1939-1940)



Photo 2 Details: Stores and Residential Entrance 
of 1660 Third Avenue (ca. 1939-1940)



Tax Photo3: 186 and 188 E 93rd Street (ca. 1939-1940)



Photo 3 Detail: “AB Moving& Storage” at 188 E 93rd Street



188 E 93rd Street in 2004 (lobby entrance) 188 E 93rd Street ca. 1939-1941 (A
B Moving & Storage)



188 E 93rd Street
(Three buildings with black roofs)

Satellite Photo of Neighborhood around 188 E 93rd Street
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NYC Department of Buildings

Application Data
Premises: 188 EAST 93 STREET MANHATTAN Filed At: 188 EAS
Job No: 104070586 Document: 01 OF 1 Job Type: A1 ALTERA

BIN: 1078546    Block: 1

------------------ * JOB PROFESSIONALLY CERTIFIED * -----------------
Location: Block: 1521 Lot(s): 40 BIN: 1078546 C.B.No: 108

Apt No: Use: OTHER
SPECIFIC FLOORS: 001 CEL

Work Types Submitted: PL-EQ-OT 

Applicant: Barujel Marcelo Phone: 212-213-6305
Marcelo Barujel ARCHITECT
347 Fifth Avenue, 803B, New York, NY 10016
Prof Title: RA Lic No: 20199

Filing Representative: NONE Phone: --

OT DESCRIPTION: GEN.CONSTRUCTN.

Pre-Filed: 03/25/2005 Date Filed: 03/25/2005 Last Action: PERMIT-PARTIAL 04/14/20
Fees: STANDARD Estimated Total Cost: $90,000.00

Additional Considerations:
Directive 14: N Old Code: N Quality Housing: N Site Safety
Infill Zoning: N Landmark: N LL5: N LL16

Single Room Occup.: N Loft Review: N
Declaration: Page: Reel:

Little 'E' Restrictions: N/A

Change to C. of O: OCCUPANCY/USE - ROOM COUNT/DWELLING UNITS - EGRESS
ENLARGEMENT: HORIZONTAL    ENL. SQ. FOOTAGE: 810
Structural Stability Affected: Y C of O Status: AMENDED Partial Demo: N

Job Description:
Change to use at 1st Floor from Class 'A' APT's to commercial. Horizontal Enlargement at 1656 and 1658 3rd Ave at 1st Floor.
of O # 65686, # 41053, # 63569. 

Construction Equipment: FENCE
  CONST MATERIAL: wood
Plans Submitted: ZO - AR - PL
Zoning Dist: C1-9 Map No.: 006b

Occupancy Classification: EXISTING: RES     PROPOSED: RES     
Construction Classification: EXIST OLD CODE: 3 PROP OLD CODE: 3

Page 1 of 2Application Data
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If you have any questions please review these Frequently Asked Questions, the Glossary, or call the 311 Citizen 
Service Center by dialing 311 or (212) NEW YORK outside of New York City.  

 

Building Dimension: No. Stories: 5 Street Frontage:
Height: 50 Dwelling Units: 48

  Total Gross Area of Building: 22,045 Sq. Ft. Fill:
  Site Area Characteristics:
Open Spaces: Plaza: Arcade:

Parking: Loading Berths:
Parking Spaces: Loading Berths:

Fire Protection Equipment: SD:
SP:
FA:

Metes and Bounds:
  Street Status:   PUBLIC - LEGAL WIDTH 100
  Beginning at a point on the   NORTHEAST   side of   THIRD AVENUE
  Distant      Ft.   WEST   of the corner formed by the intersection of THIRD AVENUE   and   EAST 93RD STREET
RUNNING THENCE S 75 . 68 FT. THENCE W 69 FT.
RUNNING THENCE N 75 . 68 FT. THENCE E 69 FT.

Owner: PARTNERSHIP Non-Profit Flag: N
  Hyman Sheila Member
  Med LLC 226 East 54th Street 212 759 - 1300
  New York NY 10022
  OCCUPANCY CERTIFICATION: N
  OCCUPANCY NOTIFICATION: N
   

  
  
Comments:
I hereby state that I have exercised a professional standard of care in certifying that the filed application is complete and in acc
applicable laws, including the rules of the Department of Buildings, as of this date. I am aware the Commissioner will rely upon
accuracy of this statement. I have notified the owner that this application has been professionally certified. If an audit or other e
discloses non-compliance, I agree to notify the owner of the remedial measures that must be taken to meet legal requirements
realize that any misrepresentation or falsification of facts made knowingly or negligently by me, my agents or employees, or by
my knowledge, will render me liable for legal and disciplinary action by the Department of Buildings and other appropriate auth
including termination of participation in the professional certification procedures at the Department of Buildings. SEE ATTACHE
POC-1. 

BIS Menu  |  Bldg Info Search  |  Property Profile  |  Property Permits  |  Application Data  |  Back
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Original Trash Bins at 188 E 93rd Street
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